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Master's Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Business economics Operations Research, University of Applied Sciences Berlin, language: English,
abstract: The motivation behind writing this thesis is to explore and understand
the evolution of the Servitization and how Servitization can help product based
companies to compete with the new service business along with their
conventional business. Another objective is to derive guidelines to adopt the
servitization. This thesis will begin with thorough literature review on Servitization.
For better understanding of servitization, difference between product and service
will be studied. Furthermore, several definitions of servitization available in the
literature will be discussed. This will be followed by understanding ServiceDominant Logic, Goods-Dominant Logic and Product Service-System. There are
several factors driving product based companies towards service business.
Those factors will be analyzed briefly. Many product based companies have
considered seritization as a competitive strategy but, there are several
challenges to adopt it successfully therefore, those hurdles will be discussed.
Some companies like Daimler AG, Michelin Tires, Philips lighting have tackled
those challenges and adopted the servitization successfully. Those three
companies will be analyzed thoroughly in case studies with the same framework
of criteria in order to understand how they generated additional revenue stream
successfully along with their conventional business. On the basis of case studies
and literature review, some guidelines will be derived to adopt this strategy
successfully.
„Digitale Transformationsexzellenz“ – Ein individuell adaptierbares Buch für
KMU und B2B-Firmen Steffen Jäckle und Uwe Brüggemann erläutern in ihrem
Buch „Digitale Transformationsexzellenz“, wie kleine und mittlere Unternehmen
(KMU) sowie Firmen aus dem Business-to-Business-Bereich (B2B): a) die
Herausforderungen der digitalen Transformation meistern.b) sich
Wettbewerbsvorteile sichern. In ihrem Werk gehen die Autoren darauf ein,
welche speziellen Gesetzmäßigkeiten, Risiken und Chancen für Unternehmen
gelten, wenn es darum geht, die digitale Transformation erfolgreich zu
bewerkstelligen. Mit Handlungsempfehlungen, Praxisbeispielen und Checklisten
Das Buch „Digitale Transformationsexzellenz“ beschäftigt sich im Kern mit
folgenden Inhalten: • Customer-Perspektive: Kundennutzen steigern• CompanyPerspektive: Effizienz erhöhen und Wettbewerbsfähigkeit gewährleisten•
Dominanz digitaler Technologien: die 22 Prototypen• Strategieentwicklung auf
Basis der CCXM Anhand zahlreicher Praxisbeispiele werden strategische
Optionen herausgearbeitet und individuell adaptierbare Handlungsoptionen
sowie Checklisten für die Digitalisierung im Mittelstand abgeleitet.
Organisations face many challenges, which induce them to perform better, and
thus to establish mature (or excellent) business processes. As they now face
globalisation, higher competitiveness, demanding customers, growing IT
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possibilities, compliancy rules etc., business process maturity models (BPMMs)
have been introduced to help organisations gradually assess and improve their
business processes (e.g. CMMI or OMG-BPMM). In fact, there are now so many
BPMMs to choose from that organisations risk selecting one that does not fit their
needs or one of substandard quality. This book presents a study that
distinguishes process management from process orientation so as to arrive at a
common understanding. It also includes a classification study to identify the
capability areas and maturity types of 69 existing BPMMs, in order to strengthen
the basis of available BPMMs. Lastly it presents a selection study to identify
criteria for choosing one BPMM from the broad selection, which produced a free
online selection tool, BPMM Smart-Selector.
International Cases in Tourism Management includes: * Profiles of individual
companies * Case studies on destination management and marketing * Material
on different management functions in tourism, such as marketing and human
resource management * Case studies of particular types of tourism, such as
ecotourism and cultural tourism The case studies are supplemented by exercises
and questions, which ensure that for students and tutors alike the book is the
ideal accompaniment to all tourism courses. * A wide-ranging collection of
pertinent case studies from around the world. * An ideal companion volume for
both tutors and students of tourism. * Simultaneous publication on
www.businesscases.org, which means that tutors can refer their students to
individual cases for purchase online.
Waste to Wealth proves that 'green' and 'growth' need not be binary alternatives.
The book examines five new business models that provide circular growth from
deploying sustainable resources to the sharing economy before setting out what
business leaders need to do to implement the models successfully.
"This textbook covers all the theory and technology sections that students need
to learn in order to pass level 1, 2 and 3 automotive courses from the Institute of
Motor Industry, City & Guilds and other exam boards. It has been produced in
partnership with ATT Training and is a companion to their online learning
resources. Learning is made more enjoyable and effective as the topics in the
book are supported with online activities, video footage, assessments and further
reading. If you are using ATT Training materials then this is the ideal textbook for
your course"-A revised new edition of the bestselling toolkit for creating, building, and
maintaining a strong brand From research and analysis through brand strategy,
design development through application design, and identity standards through
launch and governance, Designing Brand Identity, Fourth Edition offers brand
managers, marketers, and designers a proven, universal five-phase process for
creating and implementing effective brand identity. Enriched by new case studies
showcasing successful world-class brands, this Fourth Edition brings readers up
to date with a detailed look at the latest trends in branding, including social
networks, mobile devices, global markets, apps, video, and virtual brands.
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Features more than 30 all-new case studies showing best practices and worldclass Updated to include more than 35 percent new material Offers a proven,
universal five-phase process and methodology for creating and implementing
effective brand identity
It takes two to tango. Strong public-private collaboration is key for discovering and
implementing effective productive development policies to bring out the best in existing
economic activities and to foster economic transformation. The 25 Latin American cases
analyzed in this volume show how and why many public and private partners are dancing
smoothly while others stumble or follow different drummers. This book is a resource for
designing institutions to make public-private interaction a win-win strategy.
Managerial economics, meaning the application of economic methods in the managerial
decision-making process, is a fundamental part of any business or management course. This
textbook covers all the main aspects of managerial economics: the theory of the firm; demand
theory and estimation; production and cost theory and estimation; market structure and pricing;
game theory; investment analysis and government policy. It includes numerous and extensive
case studies, as well as review questions and problem-solving sections at the end of each
chapter. Nick Wilkinson adopts a user-friendly problem-solving approach which takes the
reader in gradual steps from simple problems through increasingly difficult material to complex
case studies, providing an understanding of how the relevant principles can be applied to reallife situations involving managerial decision-making. This book will be invaluable to business
and economics students at both undergraduate and graduate levels who have a basic training
in calculus and quantitative methods.
Is your company delivering products to customers at the right time, place, and price—with the
best possible availability and lowest possible cost and working capital? If not, you’re probably
alienating your customers and suppliers, eroding shareholder value, and losing control of your
fixed costs. These dangerous mistakes can put you out of business. In The New Supply Chain
Agenda, Reuben Slone, J. Paul Dittmann, and John Mentzer explain how to reinvent your
supply chain to avoid those errors—and turn your supply chain into a competitive weapon that
produces unprecedented economic profit for your firm. Drawing on a wealth of company
examples, the authors show how to activate the five levers of supply chain excellence: •
Putting the right people with the right skills in the right jobs • Leveraging supply chain
technologies such as system optimization and visibility tools • Eliminating cross-functional
disconnects, including SKU proliferation • Collaborating with suppliers and customers to
generate a seamless flow of information and supply chain improvements • Managing supply
chain projects skillfully Apply the steps in this book, and you build a supply chain that delivers
as it should—without leaving money on the table.
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on
modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
Whether the topic is understanding e-business, six sigma, workplace violence, knowledge
workers, Internet job searches, or visionary leadership, Stephen Robbins and David DeCenzo
cover it thoroughly and in a way that truly captures the issues facing managers in the twentyfirst century. Its not enough just to know about managementyou have to possess the skills to
match! With Robbins and DeCenzos new edition, youll learn so much about the real world of
management, including: *Why Amazon.com is revolutionizing the book-selling industry *How
SiloCaf, a coffee bean processing plant, uses sophisticated technologically-based controls to
enhance productivity and ensure consistent quality in its work *Why companies like London
Fog are struggling to survive *How teams at Hewlett-Packard redesigned a production
process, cut waste, controlled costs, and increased productivity *New techniques that can
make a university more efficient and responsive to its students
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The transport industry has an important role to play in addressing climate change and the
environmental challenges facing governments, businesses and individuals. Achieving net zero
emissions by 2050 will require this sector, which is a large contributor of emissions, to
innovate, adapt and drive positive change. New technologies including batteries and
alternative fuels will all be significant, as will developing different approaches and outlooks.
The Road to Zero Emissions is the comprehensive guide for those in the transport industry to
understanding what can and is being done to tackle climate change. Through examining
established companies and new entrants in the automotive space, readers are provided with
examples of the importance of infrastructure, business innovation and financing for the future.
In addition to this, the role of governments in establishing policies, such as zero-emission
zones, is also discussed. Progressing towards zero emissions requires immediate change and
this book will start you on the journey.
A radical new leadership strategy to transform business as we know it—from a dream team of
INSEAD professors and mega-bestselling author Ram Charan The business landscape is
littered with the wreckage of companies that crashed and burned when an apocalypse came—in
the shape of new competitive technologies, upstart entrants, demographic shifts, and new
world orders. Who can feel safe in firestorm change? The authors of The Phoenix Encounter
Method don’t advise safety. In fact, their method of leadership thinking requires you to imagine
burning your business to the ground—throwing yourself into a firestorm change—and turning the
upheaval to your organization’s advantage. It can then rise, phoenix-like, from the ashes,
stronger and more powerful than ever. Written with a sense of urgency and purposefully radical
provocation, The Phoenix Encounter Method represents the forward thinking of legendary
business guru Ram Charan and professors from the senior global leadership program of
INSEAD, one of the world’s top graduate business schools. The resulting methodology, based
on analysis of thousands of articles, studies, reports, and academic and business practice, was
field tested in real-life Phoenix Encounters conducted with more than fifteen hundred senior
executives—from startups and family businesses to legacy companies—representing a broad
range of industry and sectors in both developed and developing economies. Whatever your
sector or industry, if you’re responsible for your organization’s ability to use change as a
transformative opportunity, you’ll appreciate the dramatic impact The Phoenix Encounter
Method will have on you, your leadership, and your organization.

The Case Study method of teaching and learning, adopted by business schools
and management centres globally, provides an important function in
management education, but employing it effectively can often be a challenge.
This book provides practical insights, tools and approaches for both case
teaching and writing, drawing on perspectives from expert practitioners around
the world. This book aims to critically examine different approaches to using case
studies in group-based, participant-centred learning environments, exploring
good practices for case teaching and learning. It provides guidance for case
writers on various approaches to structuring case data, presentational formats,
and the use of technology in the construction of different types of cases. It also
demonstrates the use of the case method as a tool for assessment, supporting
students’ own development of cases to showcase good practice in
organisations. The final section of this book showcases some of the resources
available, providing links and reviews of additional material that can support
future case teaching and writing practice, including publication. The Case Study
Companion is designed for lecturers using cases within their teaching across all
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management disciplines, as well as those training for Professional Development
and Management Education qualifications. It will also be useful for postgraduate,
MBA and Executive Education students wanting to make the most of case
studies in their learning and assessments.
Medium- and heavy-duty trucks, motor coaches, and transit buses - collectively,
"medium- and heavy-duty vehicles", or MHDVs - are used in every sector of the
economy. The fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions of MHDVs have
become a focus of legislative and regulatory action in the past few years. This
study is a follow-on to the National Research Council's 2010 report, Technologies
and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of Medium-and Heavy-Duty
Vehicles. That report provided a series of findings and recommendations on the
development of regulations for reducing fuel consumption of MHDVs. On
September 15, 2011, NHTSA and EPA finalized joint Phase I rules to establish a
comprehensive Heavy-Duty National Program to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and fuel consumption for on-road medium- and heavy-duty vehicles.
As NHTSA and EPA began working on a second round of standards, the
National Academies issued another report, Reducing the Fuel Consumption and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles, Phase Two:
First Report, providing recommendations for the Phase II standards. This third
and final report focuses on a possible third phase of regulations to be
promulgated by these agencies in the next decade.
This report identifies potential improvements in terms of more effective safety and
environmental regulation for trucks, backed by better systems of enforcement,
and identifies opportunities for greater efficiency and higher productivity.
A striking new interpretation of colonial policing and political violence in three
empires between the two world wars.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER
USA TODAY BESTSELLER BLUE OCEAN SHIFT is the essential follow up to
Blue Ocean Strategy, the classic and 3.6 million copy global bestseller by worldrenowned professors W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne. Drawing on more
than a decade of new work, Kim and Mauborgne show you how to move beyond
competing, inspire your people's confidence, and seize new growth, guiding you
step-by-step through how to take your organization from a red ocean crowded
with competition to a blue ocean of uncontested market space. By combining the
insights of human psychology with practical market-creating tools and real-world
guidance, Kim and Mauborgne deliver the definitive guide to shift yourself, your
team, or your organization to new heights of confidence, market creation, and
growth. They show why nondisruptive creation is as important as disruption in
seizing new growth. BLUE OCEAN SHIFT is packed with all-new research and
examples of how leaders in diverse industries and organizations made the shift
and created new markets by applying the process and tools outlined in the book.
Whether you are a cash-strapped startup or a large, established company,
nonprofit or national government, you will learn how to move from red to blue
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oceans in a way that builds your people's confidence so that they own and drive
the process. With battle-tested lessons learned from successes and failures in
the field, BLUE OCEAN SHIFT is critical reading for leaders, managers, and
entrepreneurs alike. You'll learn what works, what doesn't, and how to avoid the
pitfalls along the way. This book will empower you to succeed as you embark on
your own blue ocean journey. BLUE OCEAN SHIFT is indispensable for anyone
committed to building a compelling future.
"TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 98:
Understanding Airline and Passenger Choice in Multi-Airport Regions examines
the business models airlines use to establish service in regions with multiple
airports and explores how passengers select an airport within a multi-airport
region." -- Publisher's description
Technologies and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of Mediumand Heavy-Duty Vehicles evaluates various technologies and methods that could
improve the fuel economy of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, such as tractortrailers, transit buses, and work trucks. The book also recommends approaches
that federal agencies could use to regulate these vehicles' fuel consumption.
Currently there are no fuel consumption standards for such vehicles, which
account for about 26 percent of the transportation fuel used in the U.S. The milesper-gallon measure used to regulate the fuel economy of passenger cars. is not
appropriate for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, which are designed above all
to carry loads efficiently. Instead, any regulation of medium- and heavy-duty
vehicles should use a metric that reflects the efficiency with which a vehicle
moves goods or passengers, such as gallons per ton-mile, a unit that reflects the
amount of fuel a vehicle would use to carry a ton of goods one mile. This is called
load-specific fuel consumption (LSFC). The book estimates the improvements
that various technologies could achieve over the next decade in seven vehicle
types. For example, using advanced diesel engines in tractor-trailers could lower
their fuel consumption by up to 20 percent by 2020, and improved aerodynamics
could yield an 11 percent reduction. Hybrid powertrains could lower the fuel
consumption of vehicles that stop frequently, such as garbage trucks and transit
buses, by as much 35 percent in the same time frame.
Local Electricity Markets introduces the fundamental characteristics, needs, and constraints
shaping the design and implementation of local electricity markets. It addresses current
proposed local market models and lessons from their limited practical implementation. The
work discusses relevant decision and informatics tools considered important in the
implementation of local electricity markets. It also includes a review on management and
trading platforms, including commercially available tools. Aspects of local electricity market
infrastructure are identified and discussed, including physical and software infrastructure. It
discusses the current regulatory frameworks available for local electricity market development
internationally. The work concludes with a discussion of barriers and opportunities for local
electricity markets in the future. Delineates key components shaping the design and
implementation of local electricity market structure Provides a coherent view on the enabling
infrastructures and technologies that underpin local market expansion Explores the current
regulatory environment for local electricity markets drawn from a global panel of contributors
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Exposes future paths toward widespread implementation of local electricity markets using an
empirical review of barriers and opportunities Reviews relevant local electricity market case
studies, pilots and demonstrators already deployed and under implementation
In today's competitive global markets, simply making a great product is not enough. To achieve
profitable growth and stand out among competitors, you must start to strategically compete
through service and innovative solutions for business customers. Professors Christian
Kowalkowski and Wolfgang Ulaga guide you how to shift your business from a goods-centric to
a service-savvy model. The authors' proprietary twelve-step roadmap to profitable service
growth will help you break out of a narrow product-centric logic and discover how to
determine if your company is "fit-for-service," make the most of your existing services,
innovate and create value-added services and customer solutions beyond your products,
embed a true service-centric culture in your organization, drive change and align your service
strategy with corporate goals, transform your product-centric sales force into a service-savvy
sales organization, design an organizational structure that promotes service growth, and
align your interests with distributors and partners. Kowalkowski and Ulaga's twelve-step
roadmap is based on rigorous research and long-standing experience working with
businesses. They have worked with hundreds of managers in industrial and professional
services companies, conducted research projects, led executive workshops, and published
numerous articles in scientific and managerial journals, including Harvard Business Review,
among others. Here, they share not only their own insights but the lessons learned from
successful case studies and years of extensive research.
Thoroughly revised and updated, this fourth edition of Lasserre’s popular textbook is a userfriendly introduction to planning and making decisions for businesses on a global scale. It
features numerous case studies and examples of established international companies and of
SMEs looking to grow their international presence. Global Strategic Management blends
academic rigour and a practical approach to provide a comprehensive guide to understanding
strategic management in a global environment. Written by a world-renowned professor of
strategy and international business from one of the world’s leading business schools, this new
edition confirms Global Strategic Management as one of the most accessible, engaging texts
on the market, one which students find easy to learn from and actually enjoy reading. This fullyupdated fourth edition includes: • New and expanded coverage of BRICs, ‘born global’ firms,
Corporate Social Responsibility and the underground econo my • More on e-business and the
role of the internet in global business • A brand new video feature with business leaders
explaining the practical implications and implementation of issues covered in the text •
Genuinely global in scope and approach: over 40 mini-cases and examples cover emerging
economies in Africa, Latin America and the Far East as well as established firms worldwide •
Perfect balance between theory and the real world of business: numerous up-to-date examples
that illustrate principles and support learning throughout The strong pedagogical framework
from the previous edition remains, including: - Learning objectives - Mini cases, with questions,
and shorter examples - Summary and key points - Learning assignments - Key words – with an
end-of-book glossary - Web resources – providing links to useful websites - References and
further reading Please visit the companion website at : www.palgravehighered.com/lasserregsm-4e for online resources including self-assessment questions, mini-case questions,
PowerPoint presentations, and useful weblinks, as well as new video interviews with leading
business people across the world. Philippe Lasserre is Emeritus Professor of Strategy at
INSEAD, Fontainebleau, France. He is an established authority in the field of international
business and strategy, with over forty years’ experience in teaching, research and consulting
in strategic management and international business. He has authored many books in these
areas, and has held visiting professorships in Singapore, China, the US and Australia.
This open access book provides insight into the implementation of Life Cycle approaches
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along the entire business value chain, supporting environmental, social and economic
sustainability related to the development of industrial technologies, products, services and
policies; and the development and management of smart agricultural systems, smart mobility
systems, urban infrastructures and energy for the built environment. The book is based on
papers presented at the 8th International Life Cycle Management Conference that took place
from September 3-6, 2017 in Luxembourg, and which was organized by the Luxembourg
Institute of Science and Technology (LIST) and the University of Luxembourg in the framework
of the LCM Conference Series.
This is today's indispensable introduction to supply chain management for today's students
and tomorrow's managers – not yesterday's! Prof. Hokey Min focuses on modern business
strategies and applications – transcending obsolete logistics- and purchasing-driven
approaches still found in many competitive books. Focusing on outcomes throughout, The
Essentials of Supply Chain Management shows how to achieve continuous organizational
success by applying modern supply chain concepts. Reflecting his extensive recent experience
working with leading executives and managers, Min teaches highly-effective methods for
supply chain thinking and problem-solving. You'll master an integrated Total System Approach
that places functions like inventory control and transportation squarely in context, helping you
smoothly integrate internal and external functions, and establish effective inter-firm cooperation
and strategic alliances across complex supply chains. Coverage includes: Understanding
modern sourcing, logistics, operations, sales, and marketing – and how they fit together Using
modern supply chain methods to improve customer satisfaction and quality Working with
cutting-edge supply chain technology and metrics Moving towards greater sustainability and
more effective risk management Working with core analytical tools to evaluate supply chain
practices and measure performance Legal, ethical, cultural, and environmental/sustainability
aspects of modern supply chain operations How to build a career in global supply chain
management The Essentials of Supply Chain Management will be an indispensable resource
for all graduate and undergraduate students in supply chain management, and for every
practitioner pursuing professional certification or executive education in the field.
Since the beginning of mankind on Earth, if the "busyness" process was successful, then some
form of benefit sustained it. The fundamentals are obvious: get the right inputs (materials,
labor, money, and ideas); transform them into highly demanded, quality outputs; and make it
available in time to the end consumer. Illustrating how operations relate to the rest of the
organization, Production and Operations Management Systems provides an understanding of
the production and operations management (P/OM) functions as well as the processes of
goods and service producers. The modular character of the text permits many different
journeys through the materials. If you like to start with supply chain management (Chapter 9)
and then move on to inventory management (Chapter 5) and then quality management
(Chapter 8), you can do so in that order. However, if your focus is product line stability and
quick response time to competition, you may prefer to begin with project management
(Chapter 7) to reflect the continuous project mode required for fast redesign rapid response.
Slides, lectures, Excel worksheets, and solutions to short and extended problem sets are
available on the Downloads / Updates tabs. The project management component of P/OM is
no longer an auxiliary aspect of the field. The entire system has to be viewed and understood.
The book helps students develop a sense of managerial competence in making decisions in
the design, planning, operation, and control of manufacturing, production, and operations
systems through examples and case studies. The text uses analytical techniques when
necessary to develop critical thinking and to sharpen decision-making skills. It makes
production and operations management (P/OM) interesting, even exciting, to those who are
embarking on a career that involves business of any kind.
Revised edition of the authors' Strategic planning for information systems, 2002.
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This updated and revised edition outlines strategies and models for how to use
technology and knowledge to improve performance, create jobs and increase
income. It shows what skills will be required to produce, sell and manage
performance over time, and how manual jobs can contribute to reduce the
consumption of non-renewable resources.
XaaS: Everything-as-a-Service: The Lean and Agile Approach to Business
Growth takes the reader into the bold new world of pay-per-use for a product or
service. From the perspective of the customer, the servitization model yields
multiple benefits: the consumer can try out the product/service at a relatively low
cost, the risk is mitigated, capital expenses can be converted into operating
expenses, it is not needed to forecast how often the product/service is used, and
only parts of the product/service needed can be used. Similarly, a provider can
benefit by having a larger market coverage, steadier stream of revenues,
upgrades as and when needed, sharing of fixed assets across consumers,
practicing of value-based pricing, and unbundling or bundling utility for
consumers using appropriate pricing techniques. However, this 'nanoization' of
products/services is tricky, and has to be designed carefully. This book provides
a set of recipes to providers to adopt the XaaS model by changing the provider's
mindset: dividing the product/service forces the provider to take a value-driven
approach to his product/service, and consequently, eliminate all non-value added
activities. The requirements of the XaaS model serve both as an objective to the
innovation and internal processes of the provider, and as guide to understanding
the customer's needs. The book also covers data acquisition, data analysis and
synthesis, and data application needs of the XaaS model, with simple examples
and case studies from the business world of firms that achieve these objectives
successfully.
Xaas: Everything-as-a-service - The Lean And Agile Approach To Business
GrowthWorld Scientific
This edited book intends to provide knowledge on tools and practices of
servitization to facilitate the formulation and implementation of servitization-based
strategies, service infusion and manufacturing service transition globally.
Including 22 practically relevant contributions, this book aims to help scholars
and practitioners seeking to facilitate servitization in companies through original
perspectives and advanced thinking in related issues such as business models,
strategic change, practices, processes, routines, value creation and
appropriation. Employing practice theory as a useful frame, the contributions
span theoretical approaches such as product-service systems, service science,
services-dominant logic and cocreation, resource-based views, industrial
organization and institutional theory. The book presents tools and frameworks to
enable and support servitization and engender understanding of servitization-aspractice.
This book offers a comprehensive look at an industry that plays a growing role in
motor vehicle production in the United States.
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?Eine größer werdende Zahl von Industriegüterunternehmen bietet neben
traditionellen Sachgütern auch verschiedenste industrielle Dienstleistungen an.
Von dem Dienstleistungsangebot erhoffen sich die Unternehmen zusätzliche
Umsätze und Gewinne, verbesserte Kundenbeziehungen und eine stärkere
Differenzierung vom Wettbewerb. Trotz der vielfältigen Vorteile zahlt sich eine
verstärkte Dienstleistungsstrategie nicht für jedes Unternehmen aus. Eva
Münkhoff untersucht die Auswirkungen des Angebots industrieller
Dienstleistungen auf den Umsatz und die Profitabilität von 513 Unternehmen des
deutschen Maschinenbaus. Die Anwendung der latenten
Wachstumskurvenanalyse ermöglicht dabei die Berücksichtigung der
Auswirkungen sowohl auf das Niveau als auch das Wachstum von Umsatz und
Profitabilität. Die Ergebnisse der empirischen Analyse zeigen unterschiedliche
Auswirkungen für produktorientierte Dienstleistungen (SSPs) und
kundenorientierte Dienstleistungen (SSCs). Darüber hinaus unterscheiden sich
die Auswirkungen industrieller Dienstleistungen in Abhängigkeit von der
Unternehmensstruktur und den Kundenbeziehungen der Unternehmen. Auf
Basis der Ergebnisse können Handlungsempfehlungen für den erfolgreichen
Aufbau des Dienstleistungsgeschäfts abgeleitet werden.?
Innovez ! Tel est le nouvel impératif de toutes les entreprises, petites ou grandes,
quel que soit le secteur d’activité. Or aujourd’hui, l'innovation ne se limite plus
aux produits et aux technologies, elle est aussi stratégique, portant sur le
business model. Mais comment créer ou réinventer son entreprise ?
(Ré)inventez votre business model – Odyssée 3.14 offre une réponse originale à
cette question. En s’appuyant sur les 3 piliers composant le business model,
cette approche innovante propose d’explorer 14 directions pour inventer ou
réinventer votre business model. Que vous soyez dirigeant ou créateur
d’entreprise, manager ou encore étudiant, vous trouverez dans cet ouvrage une
démarche d’innovation stimulante, depuis la génération des idées jusqu’à la
mise en oeuvre concrète. Original dans son contenu, l’ouvrage l’est également
dans sa forme : chaque direction est présentée sur une double page qui associe
théorie et exemples concrets à des infographies, photos et graphiques. Alors,
prêts pour l’aventure ? Odyssée 3.14 est née de plus de dix ans de recherche,
de conseil et de formation dans le domaine de l’innovation et de la stratégie de
la part des trois auteurs. 15 nouveaux cas réels d'invention ou de réinvention de
Business Model viennent enrichir cette 2e édition : Hello Fresh, Ticket restaurant
- Endered, EdemMcCallum, Zample, Lemonade, Jonhson & Jonhson Velcade
responses, Nickel account, Tesla, Recycle bank, Uber, Anticafé, Desso,
Salesforce.com, Xiaomi, Redbus. Le classement des cas (B to B, B to B to C, B
to C) reste le même.
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